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The Tudor Plot: A Cotton Malone Novella
The Award-winning author of The Laptev Virus is back with another hard scifi book called The Cobra Effect. Cory Banks, a
workaholic researcher, has been focused on one goal his entire life: finding a way to clean up the oceans. Living in India, he
genetically engineers a bacterial strain that will degrade plastics but disaster strikes and the bacteria grow out of control,
eating holes in boats, buoys, life jackets, etc. Desperate to stop the bacteria, Cory comes up with a plan to create a virus that
will specifically attack them. But to do this he needs the help of a virologist and there's only one person who is skilled enough
to handle this emergency on short notice. Her name is Sarah Spallanzani and she also happens to be his ex-girlfriend. Having
recently finished her travails in The Laptev Virus, Sarah agrees to take on the problem. But tension mounts when Sarah
discovers a second bacterial strain and suspects Cory of sabotage.

The Laptev Virus
A report on the resurrection of an American Dream provides a glimmer of hope on the seemingly barren economic horizon with
the story of an Indiana steel company that is aiming to restore some of the 300,000 jobs lost in that industry over the past
decade. Reprint.

The Hot Zone
Seven years before Richard Preston wrote about horrifying viruses in The Hot Zone, he turned his attention to the cosmos. In
First Light, he demonstrates his gift for creating an exciting and absorbing narrative around a complex scientific subject--in
this case the efforts by astronomers at the Palomar Observatory in the San Gabriel Mountains of California to peer to the
farthest edges of space through the Hale Telescope, attempting to solve the riddle of the creation of the universe. Richard
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Preston's name became a household word with The Hot Zone, which sold nearly 800,000 copies in hardcover, was on The New
York Times's bestseller list for 42 weeks, and was the subject of countless magazine and newspaper articles. Preston has
become a sought-after commentator on popular science subjects.

Leviathan
Fiery magic in a land of ice! The third djinncredible adventure for the Children of the Lamp. Midnight intruders and murder by
snakebite sweep the Gaunt twins headlong into another breathtaking adventure. In snowy Nepal, they face the ultimate test of
their amazing djinn powers. Can they uncover the venomous secrets of an evil Snake Cult to find the long-lost talisman of the
Cobra King?

Dark Site
"Ten years ago, D.C.I. Jack Logan stopped the serial child-killer dubbed 'Mister Whisper', earning himself a commendation, a
drinking problem, and a broken marriage in the process. Now, he spends his days working in Glasgow's Major Investigations
Team, and his nights reliving the horrors of what he saw. And what he did. When another child disappears a hundred miles
north in the Highlands, Jack is sent to lead the investigation and bring the boy home. But as similarities between the two cases
grow, could it be that Jack caught the wrong man all those years ago? And, if so, is the real Mister Whisper about to claim his
fourth victim?" -- publisher website.

Keres' Eyes
“A frightening and fascinating masterpiece of science reporting that reads like a detective story.” —Walter Isaacson In 1976 a
deadly virus emerged from the Congo forest. As swiftly as it came, it disappeared, leaving no trace. Over the four decades
since, Ebola has emerged sporadically, each time to devastating effect. It can kill up to 90 percent of its victims. In between
these outbreaks, it is untraceable, hiding deep in the jungle. The search is on to find Ebola’s elusive host animal. And until we
find it, Ebola will continue to strike. Acclaimed science writer and explorer David Quammen first came near the virus while he
was traveling in the jungles of Gabon, accompanied by local men whose village had been devastated by a recent outbreak. Here
he tells the story of Ebola—its past, present, and its unknowable future. Extracted from Spillover by David Quammen, updated
and with additional material.

Panic in Level 4
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"In this propulsive medical thriller--from the Pulitzer Prize winner and best-selling author--Dr. Henry Parsons, an unlikely but
appealing hero, races to find the origins and cure of a mysterious new killer virus as it brings the world to its knees. At an
internment camp in Indonesia, within one week, forty-seven people are pronounced dead with acute hemorrhagic fever. When
the microbiologist and epidemiologist Henry Parsons travels there on behalf of the World Health Organization to investigate,
what he finds will soon have staggering repercussions across the globe: an infected man is on his way to join the millions of
worshippers in the annual Hajj to Mecca. Now, Henry joins forces with a Saudi doctor and prince in an attempt to quarantine
the entire host of pilgrims in the holy city. Matilda Nachinsky, deputy director of U. S. Homeland Security, scrambles to mount
a response to what may be an act of biowarfare already-fraying global relations begin to snap, one by one, in the face of a
pandemic. Henry's wife Jill and their children face diminishing odds of survival in Atlanta and the disease slashes across the
United States, dismantling institutions--scientific, religious, governmental--and decimating the population. As packed with
suspense as it is with the riveting history of viral diseases, Lawrence Wright has given us a full-tilt, electrifying, one-of-a-kind
thriller"--

The Boat of Dreams
The Cobra Event is set in motion one spring morning in New York City, when a seventeen-year-old student wakes up feeling
vaguely ill. Hours later she is having violent seizures, blood is pouring out of her nose, and she has begun a hideous process of
self-cannibalization. Soon, other gruesome deaths of a similar nature have been discovered, and the Centers for Disease
Control sends a forensic pathologist to investigate. What she finds precipitates a federal crisis. The details of this story are
fictional, but they are based on a scrupulously thorough inquiry into the history of biological weapons and their use by civilian
and military terrorists. Richard Preston's sources include members of the FBI and the United States military, public health
officials, intelligence officers in foreign governments, and scientists who have been involved in the testing of strategic
bioweapons. The accounts of what they have seen and what they expect to happen are chilling. The Cobra Event is a dramatic,
heart-stopping account of a very real threat, told with the skill and authority that made Preston's The Hot Zone an
internationally acclaimed bestseller.

The Cobra Trilogy
After being told that his father was an assassin for a criminal organization, fourteen-year-old Alex goes to Italy to find out
more and becomes involved in a plan to kill thousands of English schoolchildren. Reprint.

Ebola: The Natural and Human History of a Deadly Virus
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In this original eBook novella by the New York Times bestselling author of The King’s Deception, globetrotting intelligence
agent Cotton Malone is lured into dangerous intrigue surrounding the world’s most famous royals—and uncovers a murderous
conspiracy of terrorists and traitors, all born from an ancient tale of Saxon history. “In Malone, [Steve] Berry has created a
classic, complex hero.”—USA Today In England to participate in the trial of suspected international terrorists, Justice
Department agent Cotton Malone is mysteriously summoned to an audience with the Queen of England. A cryptic call has
warned of looming danger to the ailing queen’s son and grandson—the next two heirs in line for the throne. And when the
source of that ominous information, a notorious tabloid publisher, dies mysteriously, the royal family has reason to fear a
genuine conspiracy. But they also suspect that the enemy lies within—and no one at Buckingham Palace, or even the nation’s
own Secret Intelligence Service, can be trusted. Now it’s up to Malone to discover the truth. Matching wits with a power-mad
politician and a vicious royal blue blood, he must race against time through the streets of London to the forbidden reaches of
Iceland, all to stop a monstrous plot to seize the monarchy—one that stretches back to the time of Arthur. Praise for Steve
Berry and his Cotton Malone series “Malone, a hero with a personal stake in the proceedings, is a welcome respite from the
cold, calculating superspies who litter the genre.”—Entertainment Weekly “Steve Berry gets better and better with each new
book.”—The Huffington Post “Savvy readers . . . cannot go wrong with Cotton Malone.”—Library Journal “Berry raises this
genre’s stakes.”—The New York Times “I love this guy.”—#1 New York Times bestselling author Lee Child

A Litter of Bones
“Every James Rollins delivers mach-speed mayhem; throat-clutching suspense; high-style adventure; and a terrific story told
terrifically. He makes the rest us look bad.” —Steve Berry, author of The Emperor’s Tomb “This guy doesn’t write novels—he
builds roller coasters.” —Booklist New York Times bestselling thrill-master James Rollins is back with The Devil Colony,
another electrifying combination of suspense, history, science, action, and ingenious speculation. In The Devil Colony, Sigma
Force stalwarts Painter Crowe and Commander Grayson Pierce must investigate a gruesome massacre in the Rocky Mountains
and root out a secret cabal that has been manipulating momentous events since the time of the original thirteen colonies. Once
again, Rollins delivers a spine-tingler that will leave fans of Michael Crichton, The Da Vinci Code, and Indiana Jones
breathless—as he exposes the dark truth behind the founding of America.

Deep Storm
Imagine a killer with the infectiousness of the common cold and power of the Black Death. Imagine something so deadly that it
wipes out 90% of those it touches. Imagine an organism against which there is no defence. But you don't need to imagine. Such
a killer exists: it is a virus and its name is Ebola. The Hot Zone tells what happens when the unthinkable becomes reality: when
a deadly virus, from the rain forests of Africa, crosses continents and infects a monkey house ten miles from the White House.
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Ebola is that reality. It has the power to decimate the world's population. Try not to panic. It will be back. There is nothing you
can do

The Little Friend
From the author of Runner, Sam Dryden comes under attack from unknown forces as an unremembered episode from his past
threatens more than just his life. On an otherwise normal morning, former Special Forces operative Sam Dryden is the target of
an unsuccessful attempted abduction. Using his attacker's cellphone, he learns that another person, a woman named Danica
Ellis, is also being targeted. Dryden arrives just in time to save Danica from the assault team sent after her. But neither of
them recognize the other, or have any idea why they are being targeted. The only clue is a heavily redacted, official-looking
document given to Danica by her stepfather before he was killed. Dryden immediately recognizes it as a "scrub file." A scrub
file is a record of what a subject knew before their memories were chemically destroyed. The redacted document refers to
witnesses to a secret military site in Ashland, Iowa in 1989. Both Dryden and Danica Ellis lived in Ashland in 1989, when they
were both twelve years old, though neither of them has any memory of the other. Switching back and forth between the
present day, when Dryden and Danica try to elude the forces that are after them, and the past in Ashland, Iowa, when both
were twelve, making a discovery that forever changed their lives, this latest Sam Dryden novel proves yet again that Patrick
Lee is one of the most original, compelling thriller writers today.

The Cobra Event
In the wake of the anthrax letters following the attacks on the World Trade Center, Americans have begun to grapple with two
difficult truths: that there is no terrorist threat more horrifying -- and less understood -- than germ warfare, and that it would
take very little to mount a devastating attack on American soil. In Germs, three veteran reporters draw on top sources inside
and outside the U.S. government to lay bare Washington's secret strategies for combating this deadly threat. Featuring an
inside look at how germ warfare has been waged throughout history and what form its future might take (and in whose hands),
Germs reads like a gripping detective story told by fascinating key figures: American and Soviet medical specialists who once
made germ weapons but now fight their spread, FBI agents who track Islamic radicals, the Iraqis who built Saddam Hussein's
secret arsenal, spies who travel the world collecting lethal microbes, and scientists who see ominous developments on the
horizon. With clear scientific explanations and harrowing insights, Germs is a masterfully written -- and timely -- work of
investigative journalism.

The Wild Trees
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The ships of the world are under attack, attacks so sudden and vicious that many ships are lost without a single distress call.
The navies of the world start a frenzied search, but even these ships disappear without a trace. Enter the Event Group, the
most secret organization in U.S. history. Armed with proof that history is repeating itself, the Group finds themselves in the
grasp of an insane genius straight out of the pages of Jules Verne. They are up against the descendent of the man who was the
inspiration for the captain of a vessel known to the world as Nautilus. Legend comes to life in the form of Leviathan, the most
advanced undersea vessel in history. She will stop at nothing to save the seas and to render justice to humankind for a world
that has long been dying, a world Leviathan plans to alter forever, unless the Event Group can stop her!

Terminal Freeze
The second novel by Donna Tartt, bestselling author of The Goldfinch (winner of the 2014 Pulitzer Prize), The Little Friend is
a grandly ambitious and utterly riveting novel of childhood, innocence and evil. The setting is Alexandria, Mississippi, where
one Mother’s Day a little boy named Robin Cleve Dufresnes was found hanging from a tree in his parents’ yard. Twelve years
later Robin’s murder is still unsolved and his family remains devastated. So it is that Robin’s sister Harriet—unnervingly bright,
insufferably determined, and unduly influenced by the fiction of Kipling and Robert Louis Stevenson--sets out to unmask his
killer. Aided only by her worshipful friend Hely, Harriet crosses her town’s rigid lines of race and caste and burrows deep into
her family’s history of loss. Filled with hairpin turns of plot and “a bustling, ridiculous humanity worthy of Dickens” (The New
York Times Book Review), The Little Friend is a work of myriad enchantments by a writer of prodigious talent. From the
Trade Paperback edition.

Fragment
Takes a close-up look at the world's tallest trees, the coast redwoods that grow only in the coastal regions of California, and at
the previously unknown ecosystem that the trees form high in the air in the forest canopy.

The Cobra King of Kathmandu
Deep in a secret, underground laboratory, a group of scientists find themselves in danger. Achieving cutting-edge
breakthroughs in genetic engineering, they have created powerful viruses, the likes of which the world has never seen. They're
playing god. But their creations have the power to turn on them--and do. The scientists work for the U.S. military, developing
biological weapons of mass destruction in direct violation of federal and international law. But it's a necessary evil, for while
these brilliant men and women create microscopic monsters, they work even harder to try to develop antidotes to stop them.
Some monsters can't be contained, though. Or stopped. When an accident unleashes one of their creations, Craig Leland and his
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team watch in horror as the virus attacks and kills one of their own. But their nightmare is just beginning, for all is not as it
seems. In a race against time, with no way out, Craig must fight for his team's survival--and the woman he secretly loves.

American Steel
“Fall’s most provocative YA read.” —Entertainment Weekly A New York Times bestseller. Someone will shoot. And someone
will die. A compelling and complex novel about gun violence and white supremacy from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Ellen Hopkins. People kill people. Guns just make it easier. A gun is sold in the classifieds after killing a spouse, bought by a
teenager for needed protection. But which was it? Each has the incentive to pick up a gun, to fire it. Was it Rand or Cami,
married teenagers with a young son? Was it Silas or Ashlyn, members of a white supremacist youth organization? Daniel, who
fears retaliation because of his race, who possessively clings to Grace, the love of his life? Or Noelle, who lost everything after
a devastating accident, and has sunk quietly into depression? One tense week brings all six people into close contact in a town
wrought with political and personal tensions. Someone will fire. And someone will die. But who?

The Cobra Files
“The bard of biological weapons captures the drama of the front lines.”—Richard Danzig, former secretary of the navy The first
major bioterror event in the United States-the anthrax attacks in October 2001-was a clarion call for scientists who work with
“hot” agents to find ways of protecting civilian populations against biological weapons. In The Demon in the Freezer, his first
nonfiction book since The Hot Zone, a #1 New York Times bestseller, Richard Preston takes us into the heart of Usamriid, the
United States Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases at Fort Detrick, Maryland, once the headquarters of the
U.S. biological weapons program and now the epicenter of national biodefense. Peter Jahrling, the top scientist at Usamriid, a
wry virologist who cut his teeth on Ebola, one of the world’s most lethal emerging viruses, has ORCON security clearance that
gives him access to top secret information on bioweapons. His most urgent priority is to develop a drug that will take on
smallpox-and win. Eradicated from the planet in 1979 in one of the great triumphs of modern science, the smallpox virus now
resides, officially, in only two high-security freezers-at the Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta and in Siberia, at a Russian
virology institute called Vector. But the demon in the freezer has been set loose. It is almost certain that illegal stocks are in
the possession of hostile states, including Iraq and North Korea. Jahrling is haunted by the thought that biologists in secret labs
are using genetic engineering to create a new superpox virus, a smallpox resistant to all vaccines. Usamriid went into a state of
Delta Alert on September 11 and activated its emergency response teams when the first anthrax letters were opened in New
York and Washington, D.C. Preston reports, in unprecedented detail, on the government’ s response to the attacks and takes us
into the ongoing FBI investigation. His story is based on interviews with top-level FBI agents and with Dr. Steven Hatfill.
Jahrling is leading a team of scientists doing controversial experiments with live smallpox virus at CDC. Preston takes us into
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the lab where Jahrling is reawakening smallpox and explains, with cool and devastating precision, what may be at stake if his
last bold experiment fails.

Germs
A stunning new archaeological thriller by the New York Times bestselling co-author of Brimstone and Relic. A moon rock
missing for thirty years Five buckets of blood-soaked sand found in a New Mexico canyon A scientist with ambition enough to
kill A monk who will redeem the world A dark agency with a deadly mission The greatest scientific discovery of all time What
fire bolt from the galactic dark shattered the Earth eons ago, and now hides in that remote cleft in the southwest U.S. known as
Tyrannosaur Canyon? Tyrannosaur Canyon is a stunning novel from acclaimed bestselling author Douglas Preston, hailed by
Publishers Weekly as "better than Crichton." At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

People Kill People
In this explosive new thriller, one of the most incredible and frightening discoveries mankind has ever faced is about to surface.
On an oil platform in the middle of the North Atlantic, a terrifying series of illnesses is spreading through the crew. When
expert naval doctor Peter Crane is flown in, he finds his real destination is not the platform itself but Deep Storm: a top secret
aquatic science facility, two miles below on the ocean floor. And as Crane soon learns, the covert operation he finds there is
concealing something far more sinister than a medical mystery—and much more deadly.

Dance of Death
He was a New Kind of Soldier, Created for a New Kind of War! Soldier . . . The colony worlds Adirondack and Silvern fell to
the Troft forces almost without a struggle. Outnumbered and on the defensive, Earth made a desperate decision. It would
attack the aliens not from space, but on the ground¾with forces the Trofts did not even suspect. Thus were created the
Cobras, a guerilla force whose weapons were surgically implanted, invisible to the unsuspecting eye, yet undeniably deadly.
But power brings temptation . . . and not all the Cobras could be trusted to fight for Earth alone. Jonny Moreau would learn the
uses¾and abuses¾of his special abilities, and what it truly meant to be a Cobra. Mercenary . . . If anyone had told Jonny
Moreau the Cobras would one day take orders from the alien Troft, he would have laughed without humor. He'd lost too many
friends during the Troft war, though the Cobras triumphed in the end. Now, though, the Troft were trading partners¾and they
feared what might be a mutual danger: A new race, ruthless and tenacious, that threatened human space as well as Troft. And
the offer was five new planets for the overcrowded Cobra worlds. Jonny's son Justin would carry the Moreau name to danger .
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. . and learn that it takes more than a Cobra father to make a Cobra son. Governor . . . Corwin Moreau is governor of Aventine,
but the fact that the Moreau family has held power for so long is beginning to generate bad feelings in the Cobra Worlds
Council. But Corwin's niece, Jasmine, faces the greatest challenge. Her only ambition is to become a Cobra¾but no woman has
ever been accepted to the Academy or ever will be, if her opponents have their way. Until a mission arises that demands her
expertise, and requires that she be given the deadly Cobra implants. Because the enemy, too, knows that there are no female
Cobras, and Jasmine can infiltrate without being suspected . . . she thinks. . . . The Complete Cobra Generational Saga, by the
New York Times Best-Selling Author At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).

A Gift of Wings
Aboard a long-range research vessel, in the vast reaches of the South Pacific, the cast and crew of the reality show Sealife
believe they have found a ratings bonanza. For a director dying for drama, a distress call from Henders Island—a mere blip on
any radar—might be just the ticket. Until the first scientist sets foot on Henders—and the ultimate test of survival begins. For
when they reach the island’s shores, the scientists are utterly unprepared for what they find—creatures unlike any ever
recorded in natural history. This is not a lost world frozen in time; this is Earth as it might have looked after evolving on a
separate path for half a billion years—a fragment of a lost continent, with an ecosystem that could topple ours like a house of
cards.

Tyrannosaur Canyon
Cobra warriors, surgically implanted with an arsenal of covert weaponry, are the most dangerous guerilla fighters humanity has
ever produced. For Jin Moreau Broom, the war is the culmination of a lifetime of Cobra service. But it is also the height of
danger for herself and her family as they struggle to survive a war that none of them ever expected to see. The Troft
invasions of Qasama and the Cobra Worlds has had at least one result: it has turned long-time antagonists into uneasy and
unwilling allies. As the aliens battle to consolidate their conquered territories, a small group of Cobras and Qasaman Djinn work
together to create a victory that will rock the invaders to the core, a victory designed to bring other Troft demesnes into the
conflict on the humans' side. Now one young Cobra must forge a new political order as a devastating alien enemy strikes¾an
enemy more deadly than any humanity has ever faced. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management).

The Hot Zone
An inside account of the fight to contain the world’s deadliest diseases--and the panic and corruption that make them worse
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Throughout history, humankind’s biggest killers have been infectious diseases: the Black Death, the Spanish Flu, and AIDS
alone account for over one hundred million deaths. We ignore this reality most of the time, but when a new threat--Ebola,
SARS, Zika--seems imminent, we send our best and bravest doctors to contain it. People like Dr. Ali S. Khan. In his long career
as a public health first responder--protected by a thin mask from infected patients, napping under nets to keep out scorpions,
making life-and-death decisions on limited, suspect information--Khan has found that rogue microbes will always be a problem,
but outbreaks are often caused by people. We make mistakes, politicize emergencies, and, too often, fail to imagine the
consequences of our actions. The Next Pandemic is a firsthand account of disasters like anthrax, bird flu, and others--and how
we could do more to prevent their return. It is both a gripping story of our brushes with fate and an urgent lesson on how we
can keep ourselves safe from the inevitable next pandemic.

The Devil Colony
The bestselling landmark account of the first emergence of the Ebola virus. Now a mini-series drama starring Julianna
Margulies, Topher Grace, Liam Cunningham, James D'Arcy, and Noah Emmerich on National Geographic. A highly infectious,
deadly virus from the central African rain forest suddenly appears in the suburbs of Washington, D.C. There is no cure. In a
few days 90 percent of its victims are dead. A secret military SWAT team of soldiers and scientists is mobilized to stop the
outbreak of this exotic "hot" virus. The Hot Zone tells this dramatic story, giving a hair-raising account of the appearance of
rare and lethal viruses and their "crashes" into the human race. Shocking, frightening, and impossible to ignore, The Hot Zone
proves that truth really is scarier than fiction.

The Bourne Ultimatum
A deadly virus - and a desperate race against time. 'One of the most horrifying things I've ever read in my entire life' Stephen
King One spring morning in New York City a seventeen-year-old student wakes up feeling vaguely ill. Hours later she is having
violent seizures, blood is pouring out of her nose, and she begins to attack her own body in the most hideous way imaginable.
Soon, other gruesome deaths of a similar nature have been discovered, and the autopsies reveal that a previously unknown
virus is at large. It replicates horribly fast, it is always fatal - and is just too efficient to be entirely natural. When the Centre
for Disease Control sends a forensic pathologist to investigate, her discoveries precipitate a national crisis. THE COBRA
EVENT is a dramatic, heart-stopping thriller of an all-too-real threat.

The Cobra Event
Two brothers. One a top FBI agent. The other a brilliant, twisted criminal. An undying hatred between them. Now, a perfect
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crime. And the ultimate challenge: Stop me if you can

The End of October
Bizarre illnesses and plagues that kill people in the most unspeakable ways. Obsessive and inspired efforts by scientists to
solve mysteries and save lives. From The Hot Zone to The Demon in the Freezer and beyond, Richard Preston’s bestselling
works have mesmerized readers everywhere by showing them strange worlds of nature they never dreamed of. Panic in Level
4 is a grand tour through the eerie and unforgettable universe of Richard Preston, filled with incredible characters and
mysteries that refuse to leave one’s mind. Here are dramatic true stories from this acclaimed and award-winning author,
including: • The phenomenon of “self-cannibals,” who suffer from a rare genetic condition caused by one wrong letter in their
DNA that forces them to compulsively chew their own flesh–and why everyone may have a touch of this disease. • The search
for the unknown host of Ebola virus, an organism hidden somewhere in African rain forests, where the disease finds its way
into the human species, causing outbreaks of unparalleled horror. • The brilliant Russian brothers–“one mathematician divided
between two bodies”–who built a supercomputer in their apartment from mail-order parts in an attempt to find hidden order in
the number pi (π). In fascinating, intimate, and exhilarating detail, Richard Preston portrays the frightening forces and
constructive discoveries that are currently roiling and reordering our world, once again proving himself a master of the
nonfiction narrative and, as noted in The Washington Post, “a science writer with an uncommon gift for turning complex biology
into riveting page-turners.” From the Hardcover edition.

The Next Pandemic
Draws on interviews with General Tommy Franks, Condoleezza Rice, and other officials and military personnel to provide a
behind-the-scenes look at the decision-making process that determined the nature of American involvement in Iraq.

The Lost Symbol
Stumbling upon an ornery old man in the trailer they call home, Lila and Will Foster, who have recently lost their father, realize
that their visitor is Santa Claus, who grants them a Christmas wish--their father's beautiful lobster boat.

The Cobra Effect
David Webb must once again assume the identity of assassin Jason Bourne as he matches wits with his mortal enemy, Carlos, a
deadly and elusive terrorist known as "the Jackal," in a final confrontation.
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Scorpia
Once in a generation a book, a vision, a writer, capture the imagination and emotions of millions. Jonathan Livingston Seagull
was such a book. Richard Bach's unique vision again shines forth, touching with magic the drama of life in all its limitless
horizons. Once again Richard Bach has written a masterpiece to help you touch that part of your home that is the sky.

First Light
Behind the headlines on cloning--Dr. Robin Cook blends fact with fiction in one of his most terrifying bestsellers Chromosome 6
is a prophetic thriller that challenges the medical ethics of genetic manipulation and cloning in the jungles of equatorial Africa,
where one mistake could bridge the gap between man and ape--and forever change the genetic map of our existence

Chromosome 6
Open up Cobra's file cabinet and read one of the most criminal and destructive reports with shreds of evidence about the life of
a masterful crime boss. The report goes deep inside the life of a man who sacrificed everything, from his freedom to his soul.
He imagined that it was his duty to make sure that his family, circle of friends, and five tough, beautiful women--Cobra's
Angels--lived well, ate, and slept comfortably despite the costs. He learns quickly that the police think that he has made a huge
mistake. "They say the truth is so precious that it's usually protected by a bodyguard of lies. This true story has been
fictionalized, but will show you that love never fails; it heals. But lust constantly fails, and it will always kill. Enjoy the rise and
fall of Cobra."--From Amir Brown

The Demon in the Freezer
A novel based on real-life events and situations focuses on top-secret operations by a U.S. government organization preparing
for a mind-boggling, horrifying threat to civilian populations

Cobra II
The discovery of a mysterious object in the U.S. Capitol building and a subsequent kidnapping lead Harvard symbologist Robert
Langdon into a web of mysterious codes, secret locations, and hidden knowledge.

Cobra Gamble: Cobra War, Book III
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A group of scientists undertakes an expedition to Alaska's Federal Wilderness Zone to study the effects of global warming. The
expedition changes suddenly when the group heads out on a routine foray into a glacial ice cave and makes an astonishing find.

The Cobra Event
"Once thought to be pure academic legend, scientists recently found proof of the existence of viruses thousands of times larger
than ordinary viruses. So far all have been innocuous, but what if one was a human pathogen? While drilling for oil in the
desolate reaches of the Arctic, an unsuspecting company extracts a permafrost ice core that has been frozen for 30,000 years,
accidentally releasing 'megavirus.' Top investigator Sarah Spallanzani and her team must race against the ticking clock of the
short Arctic summer to discover a way to protect workers from the virus before competitors drain the basin of its rich
resources, and before anyone else succumbs to the deadly fever of the Laptev virus."--Back cover.
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